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Excellence through experience

Converged telephony

Mobile Collaboration for Small
to Medium sized Businesses

What sets small to medium enterprises apart is 
their ability to operate efficiently, stay close to their 
customers, carefully manage resources and focus  
on what really matters. 

What they may lack in scale, growing companies make 
up for with innovation, determination and by efficiently 
exploiting their resources. That’s what makes businesses 
like yours competitive and successful. It’s also the reason 
why now it’s critical you realise the potential of real-time 
mobile collaboration.

Mobile collaboration offers you the ability to communicate 
and stay productive from anywhere. It is reshaping 
business operations today, from sales and customer 
service to hiring and budgeting. To remain competitive, 
businesses need to match their communications to the 
new realities of the marketplace. 

Enabling productivity – It is now generally accepted 
that the number of employees adopting a more mobile 
approach to their work is increasing dramatically.  
Is your business in danger of losing productivity and  
sales because your mobile employees lack the tools  
they need to work effectively? 

      Give your people the real-time collaboration tools they 
can use to be both more effective and more productive, 
anywhere, on any device.“

“

At Qvoice, we have the experience to understand 

the challenges you face and the difference the 

application of the appropriate technology can 

make to your business. 

Satisfying customers – This new mobile environment  
is driving new standards for anytime, anywhere customer 
service. Is your business really able to consistently 
deliver the response times customers now expect? 

Streamlining operations and reducing costs – With so 
many communications options now available, growing 
businesses are often wasting money on things they don’t 
need or things that don’t work together. How can your 
business unify and manage these tools to streamline 
your operations and keep expenses under control? 

Qvoice can help you apply Avaya Mobile Collaboration 
Solutions for small to medium sized businesses. We can 
tailor the software to help you address the new realities 
of today’s business environment, delivering a full range 
of communications capabilities; voice, data, video and 
more in a single, scalable fully-integrated solution. 

Getting Mobile Collaboration Right 

Real-time collaboration is all about bringing the 
right people together with the right context to deliver 
measurable results in every aspect of your business. 

Productivity on the go 

”I can see where my colleagues are and instant message 

or video chat with them from my smart phone.” 

Full access to the right communications capabilities can 
deliver significant productivity improvements. Deploying 
Avaya Mobile Collaboration software on any device 
makes it easy for your staff to switch from using their 
smartphone to their PC, to utilise voice, video, presence 
or instant messaging. 

Employees get the tools they need to keep the conversation 
going. Your business benefits from the rich, real-time and 
seamless communications that make you more flexible, 
responsive and ultimately more profitable.
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Keeping customers happy

If a client or customer wants to contact you, now it’s 
possible to ensure there’s always an immediate response. 

Maximising employee connectivity minimises the problem 
of missed or poorly handled calls and e-mails that risk 
leading to lost sales or lost customers. 

Something as basic as allowing a call to ring simultaneously 
on multiple phones at one time (such as a mobile phone 
and desk phone) is a key way to keep sales and service 
people in touch with your customers. 

So is Presence, which provides at-a-glance information 
about who in your organisation is available and how they 
can be reached quickly. We can help you maximise the 
availability of your employees, ensuring they help you 
build a more customer focused business. 

Streamlining business, lowering costs

Utilising Avaya Mobile Collaboration will give you 
advanced communications capabilities and create  
real impact on your bottom line. 

In an unpredictable business environment, real-time 
mobile collaboration technology gives you new options 
for streamlining operations and managing your bottom 
line. Smart use of video conferencing can give you new 
levels of flexibility in partnering, assembling teams and 
competing for top talent. 

Equipping your employees with the tools to help them 
better manage workloads, gives you more flexibility  
in the staffing decisions you make. 

Qvoice has worked with numerous businesses to realise 
direct bottom line savings in staff, call handling, travel, 
conferencing, hardware, system-management and more, 
resulting in solutions that deliver a return on investment 
in less than a year. 

Why Avaya Mobile Collaboration is the right choice: 

Reduced mobile device minutes: Route calls to and from 
your mobile phone through the office and over WiFi. 

Conference calling: Make everyday conference 
calls affordable and practical without using outside 
conferencing services. 

Reduce travel: Conduct ’face-to-face’ meetings with 
colleagues, without the high cost of travel, via HD-quality 
video conferencing. Importantly, your mobile and remote 
associates can easily join in. 

Office space: Get the flexibility to have extra staff working 
from home or hire the best qualified employees without 
requiring a commute or additional space in your office. 

Lower long-distance bills: Get options for better routing 
of calls between office locations and over broadband links. 

Administration: Manage and administer all systems 
without the need for outside service technicians.

What Avaya Mobile Collaboration delivers: 

Faster collaboration – supporting employees with 
seamless communications and information sharing. 

Smarter decisions – delivering the right information to 
the right people on the right device when it matters most. 

Better business – providing the tools that enhance 
productivity and efficiency across your business.

Avaya IP Office works with IP, digital, analogue,  
SIP or wireless technologies, allowing you to use  
the devices you want, wherever you need.


